
AZALEA CLASS ANNOUNCEMENT

Dear Azalea Parents,

As you may know, IMS is continuously developing leadership and succession planning for the

future strength of its classes and programmes, as well as offering opportunities for teachers to

move into new areas of the school. One of these teachers, Long Lao Shi隆老師 (Ms Renee), will

be given the opportunity to develop her skills by covering maternity leave in the Upper

Elementary Nile class from Feb 13th, 2023.

We would like to introduce Ming Lao Shi 明老師 (Mr Tristan), who will join the Azalea class to

work with Ms Laura as the new Chinese-speaking co-teacher. Ming Lao Shi has been with IMS as a

Chinese lesson teacher and classroom cover position since 2021, recently working in Azalea class

when Long Lao Shi was absent. Ming Lao Shi has his teaching qualification and Master's degree

from the University of Hong Kong and the Education University of Hong Kong. He has gained lots

of positive feedback from teachers, students and parents. We believe he will be a great addition

to the Azalea classroom.

After the Chinese New Year holiday, Ming Lao Shi will work closely with Long Lao Shi to provide a

smooth transition and ensure the continuity of classroom routines. We greatly appreciate your

understanding as we continue to provide for the ongoing development of our faculty and

welcome Ming Lao Shi to the Azalea class. We know that Long Lao Shi will be missed, and we

know that Ming Lao Shi will become just as well loved. Please join us in congratulating both Long

Lao Shi and Ming Lao Shi on these positive moves!

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Warmest regards,

Adam Broomfield Wang Lao Shi 王老師 (Ms Aida)

Head of Stanley Campus Elementary Chinese Curriculum Coordinator


